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W.A.W.
Today's teacher, working with children, finds the classroom an arena of challenge, opportunity and change—a mirror of the dynamic culture in which we live.

Believing that the tempo of social change will continue to accelerate, teacher educators have sought to help prepare the teacher to accommodate and initiate change while fostering the growth of children.

In response to these realities, a new approach to teacher education has been forged. It appears exciting in its promise.

We call this new, and growing approach Competency-Based Teacher Education.
12. **EXPLICIT COMPETENCIES/EXPLICIT CRITERIA**

By this we mean a program in which the competencies to be acquired by the student and the criteria to be applied in assessing the competencies of the student are made explicit.

13. **STUDENT ACCOUNTABILITY**

And the student is held accountable for meeting these criteria.

14. **ILLUSTRATION**

At first glance, this may appear a rather harsh, mechanistic approach to teacher education.

15. **ILLUSTRATION**

Yet nothing could be further from the truth. For the teacher competencies specified by those involved in the program are those particular attitudes, skills, understandings and behaviors they feel facilitate the intellectual, social, emotional and physical growth of children.

16. **KNOWLEDGE PERFORMANCE/PRODUCT CRITERIA**

The criteria used in assessing the competence of the student are three-fold.

17. **KNOWLEDGE CRITERIA**

First are knowledge criteria—used to gauge the student's cognitive understandings.

18. **PERFORMANCE CRITERIA**

Performance criteria are employed to assess his teaching behaviors.

19. **PRODUCT CRITERIA**

Product criteria are used to assess his teaching effectiveness. The growth of pupils he has taught are the evidence for this assessment.

20. **ILLUSTRATION**

The use of these criteria is not unique to competency-based programs. But where traditional programs give greatest weight to the teacher's knowledge, today the trend is toward stronger emphasis of performance and product. Clearly a personal storehouse of information doesn't alone make an effective teacher. What is most meaningful is the teacher's
21. How specifically does the competency-based program differ from other approaches?

22. In a traditional program, time is held constant while achievement varies. The emphasis is on the completion of a certain number of courses regardless of whether the student acquires mastery in all areas of study.

23. On the other hand, in a competency-based program, achievement is held constant and time varies. That is, the competencies to be achieved are specified and the student achieves those competencies at his own rate of progress. He moves as quickly as he wishes and is able.

24. Traditional programs place heavy emphasis on entrance requirements.

25. Competency-based programs put greatest emphasis not on entrance requirements, but on exit requirements.

26. Simple logic suggests that it is much more germane to examine an individual's abilities after completion of a program, rather than before he has even entered it. Competency-based education assumes the obvious wisdom of this observation. One dividend of the competency-based approach is to open the doors of teacher education to enable individuals who might otherwise have been excluded from equal educational opportunities. Another dividend is to assure mastery of all competencies.

27. How are the competencies that the student is expected to acquire made explicit? As we shall see, through the specification of objectives...
| 28. **INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES** | 28. Two general types of objectives lie at the heart of competency-based education. The first are instructional objectives. |
| 29. **ILLUSTRATION** | 29. Instructional objectives specify skills, knowledge, behaviors and attitudes to be acquired by the student. Three types of criteria are used in determining the student's level of achievement with respect to these objectives. |
| 30. **ILLUSTRATION** | 30. For example, if the objective is for the student to describe the meaning of higher-order questions, knowledge criteria are applied. |
| 31. **ILLUSTRATION** | 31. If the objective is to have the student demonstrate an ability to ask higher-order questions, performance criteria are brought to bear. |
| 32. **ILLUSTRATION** | 32. If the student is to influence the behavior of children by asking higher-order questions, then product criteria are applicable. |
| 33. **EXPRESSIVE OBJECTIVES** | 33. The other set of objectives are expressive objectives. Rather than being competencies the student acquires, they are events he experiences. |
| 34. **ILLUSTRATION** | 34. For instance, the student will read a story to a kindergarten child—while holding the child on his lap. |
| 35. **ILLUSTRATION** | 35. The student will visit the home of each of his pupils. These are examples of expressive objectives. |
| 36. **ILLUSTRATION** | 36. The keystone of competency-based teacher education instruction is the instructional module. |
| 37. **INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES** | 37. An instructional module can be thought of as a set of learning activities intended to facilitate the student's achievement of an objective or set of objectives. |
### Audio

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual</th>
<th>Audio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>38. OBJECTIVES</td>
<td>38. The module consists of the following elements: first, the objective is stated clearly and made public thus making explicit the program's expectations of the student.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39. PRE-TEST</td>
<td>39. The pre-test, a diagnostic vehicle that determines if any instructional activities he needs to experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40. INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES</td>
<td>40. Then, the instructional activities, self-paced learning experiences intended to facilitate the student's achievement of the objective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41. POST-TEST</td>
<td>41. When the student feels ready, he takes the post-test, designed to measure his level of mastery in relation to his objective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42. ILLUSTRATION</td>
<td>42. The module approach enhances possibilities...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43. SELF-PACING</td>
<td>43. ... for self-pacing ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44. PERSONALIZATION/INDIVIDUALIZATION/INDEPENDENT STUDY</td>
<td>44. ... independent study, individualization, personalization ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45. ILLUSTRATION</td>
<td>45. ... and alternative means of instruction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46. ILLUSTRATION</td>
<td>46. Some modules are brief—as little as thirty minutes—yet others may require days, weeks or months to complete.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47. ILLUSTRATION</td>
<td>47. Instructional activities are carried on in diverse settings, ranging from discussions in the seminar room to microteaching in a public school classroom; the sensitivity training session in a dormitory lounge, to the tutorial in a church basement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48. SELF-PACING WITHIN THE MODULE</td>
<td>48. As noted, the module approach makes possible self-pacing and alternate routes of instruction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As we see here, John, after passing the pre-test, is ready to move on, having already demonstrated mastery. In other words, he need not pursue the module further.

Mary and Mark, needing to pursue instructional activities relevant to the objectives, worked through the module at different rates.

Pretesting out of certain parts of the module, Barbara and Bob worked through only those areas in which they needed instructional help.

After Martin worked through the module, he failed the post-test. Following remedial activities, he passed a second post-test.

Thus the flexibility of the module approach appears attractive as an alternative to traditional "lock-step" curricula.

Usually traditional programs consist of rigidly separated disciplines.

Within each discrete discipline are courses with particular foci. Due to the dearth of inter-disciplinary integration, many disciplines are walled off from all others. Ingrown interests may drift toward irrelevancy with respect to the student's needs in the real world. Furthermore, overlapping, as well as dangerous gaps, appear in the student's learning.

In a competency-based program, however, the interdisciplinary approach is preeminent in the design of the curriculum.

Related objectives are grouped in a single module;
58. RELATED MODULES ARE THEN CLUSTERED AS COMPONENTS AND THE COMPONENTS MAY BE GIVEN DISCIPLINE-LIKE LABELS.

59. AS TEACHING REALITIES SHIFT—IN A WORLD OF RAPID CULTURAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE—MODULES CAN BE DELETED, ADDED OR MODIFIED TO KEEP ABRASE OF REALITY. NO WALLS NEED STAND AMONG EDUCATORS OR BETWEEN THE PROGRAM AND THE LARGER WORLD.

60. BESIDES GIVING THE STUDENT GREATER FLEXIBILITY IN PURSUING LEARNING ACTIVITIES, AS WE HAVE ALREADY SEEN...

61. ... THE MODULAR APPROACH AFFORDS THE VIRTUES OF SELF-PACING AND ALTERNATE ROUTES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE PROGRAM AS A WHOLE. WATCH, NOW, AS JOHN COMPLETES HIS OWN SEQUENTIAL PREFERENCE. FIRST, A MODULE IN SENSITIVITY TRAINING.

62. NEXT, A TEACHING BEHAVIORS AND PRACTICES MODULE, EMphasizing REINFORCEMENT THEORIES.

63. A CHILD DEVELOPMENT MODULE, STRESSING THE IMPLICATIONS OF PIAGET'S WORK.

64. A CHILD DEVELOPMENT MODULE ORIENTED TOWARD THE UTILIZATION OF CLOSED OBSERVATIONS.

65. A HUMAN RELATIONS MODULE, IN GIVING AND RECEIVING FEEDBACK.

66. AND ANOTHER IN DEVELOPING EMPATHY FOR THE INNER-CITY CHILD.

67. A MODULE STRESSING THE DIAGNOSIS OF READING DIFFICULTIES.

68. AND A MODULE INTENDED TO DEVELOP AN AWARENESS OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES.

69. A METHODS AND MATERIALS IN SCIENCE MODULE.
And with the completion of a module intended to develop his abilities of teacher behavior self-analysis, John has now worked through an individualized self-designed, self-paced program segment which has helped him achieve certain of his objectives.

Here we see that Mark and Mary have finished those same ten modules in differing sequences and time intervals.

Furthermore, both completed one additional module.

Further evidence of the flexibility provided by a modular approach appears in Frank's unique sequence for the completion of twelve modules, including a week spent with a gifted reading teacher.

Finally, in the same time span, George achieved mastery in only five modules.

In traditional programs, a student's time is rather rigidly allocated, with the bulk spent in attending classes and doing homework.

In a competency-based program, the student is free to plan his schedule of activities around his needs and interests while working toward the achievement of specific competencies.

Money and student time represent important resources in any teacher education program. Generally, traditional programs have given highest priority to financial considerations.
While recognizing realistic fiscal parameters, competency-based programs reflect a concern for maximizing the use of student time—the crucial resource never to be squandered.

Traditional programs find the student largely riveted to the campus. Contact with children is restricted to the short, senior-year student teaching experience, while independent-study opportunities are of a homework-assignment variety.

Precisely because they are reality-oriented, competency-based programs require that students spend proportionately more time interacting with children.

The public schools provide the best setting for student-child interaction.

A field-centered curriculum calls for a progression of early-awareness experiences, tutoring, micro-teaching, small-group and total-class teaching responsibilities throughout the student's professional education.

Post-baccalaureate internships are a part of the growing trend toward field-centered curricula. Increasingly, programs will provide for resident internships beyond the bachelor's degree for purposes of specialization.

In traditional programs, many faculty hours are spent in lecture situation.

Consequently, the faculty member often stands remote from the student.

In a conscious attempt to overcome this, the modular approach emphasizes small group work, seminars and counseling.

These experiences provide far greater
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>90. PERSONALIZATION OF INSTRUCTION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better faculty-student rapport increases possibilities for personalization of the student's experience.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>91. DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING PATTERNS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furthermore, competency-based teacher education prompts more efficient utilization of staff. Differentiated staffing patterns in higher education allow personnel from a wide range of sources to bring into harmonious balance their various teacher-educator roles and their individual interests and expertise.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>92. ILLUSTRATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The competency-based approach allows faculty members to escape from the mire of grading, attendance keeping, and other numbing clerical routines, freeing them for more creative roles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>93. UTILIZATION OF NEW ILLUSTRATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One example of such roles is found in faculty collaboration with materials production specialists in the design of educational materials utilizing the new technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>94. ILLUSTRATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Music only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>95. ILLUSTRATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Music only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>96. KEEP OUT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The sharing of program responsibilities represents a growing trend. In the past, the college or university has borne sole responsibility for the teacher's education. It cooperated only in a limited way with the public schools, zealously excluding from the decision-making process other organizations with legitimate investments in teacher education and the education of children.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>97. ILLUSTRATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From traditional inequality ...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
98. MULTI-INSTITUTIONAL PATTERNS OF ORGANIZATION

Today we are moving toward the sharing of decision-making responsibilities by all who are directly or indirectly concerned: the college, the student, the public schools, and the community.

99. ILLUSTRATION

Educational government agencies, state departments of education, philanthropic foundations, the private and educational industries, teachers' associations and other professional groups.

100. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS APPROACH

A further way in which teacher education may be kept relevant in a changing society exists in the benefits to be derived from systems-analysis approaches in program design, development, and operations.

101. FEEDBACK

Formative data provide feedback in the design of student and program processes.

102. INPUT

This facilitating data-based decision-making regarding the aptitude or effectiveness of program objectives...

103. PROCESS/OUTPUT

The analysis of instructional activities and the effectiveness of program graduates.

104. INPUT/PROCESS/OUTPUT/FEEDBACK

Thus a student-based teacher education program remains an open system, capable of regeneration in the best long run.

105. ILLUSTRATION

In the past few minutes, we have presented a brief overview of formative-based teacher education and other contemporary trends in teacher education.

106. ILLUSTRATION

Clearly as an institution moves toward a student-based teacher education program, it will—indeed, it must—generate its own criticism on the theme.
Those of us now committed to the challenge of developing competency-based teacher education programs believe that the work will prove justified.

We hope that your experiences in the days ahead will serve to support this conviction. This is Tom Dunn.